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Interact Ready
luminaires

Multiple machine-to-machine connectivity options to suit every city's needs

Socket-based 
connector node

Pole-mounted
connector kit

Bulb-fitted
connector lamp

Individual light point control

Cabinet-based
group management

Street Lighting Control



What is a telemanagement System?
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CityTouch software apps are 
at the heart of the lighting 
management system, 
providing the right tools at 
your fingertips.

CityTouch connects to 
an existing cellular 
network, allowing you 
to manage and monitor 
the lighting remotely.

Next to more general solutions, there 
are specialized systems dedicated to 
certain kinds of city assets available 
in the market.

Software applications Lighting assetsConnectivity



Interact City
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Building on more than 
1,000 connected street 
light management 
systems





Operational benefits
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3 Seamless 
maintenance

4 Faster repairs 5 Access to data 
in the field

1 Luminaire 
data analysis

2 Predictive lifecycle 
management

!



Different Network Architectures
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Less project complexity 
means lower costs for 
setup and planning

Much less components 
means fewer potential 
sources of failures

No network topology 
means full flexibility 
during roll out

Plug and play luminaireLocal 
RF network

Traditional luminaire

• Light plan
• Luminaire installation

• Light plan
• Luminaire installation
• Network plan
• Network installation
• Commissioning

• Light plan
• Luminaire installation

• Modem
• Gateway

not 
connected

Proprietary 
network

Backend
connectivity

Plug & Play
connectivity

No field based 
commissioning means 
no risk of mistakes
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Public 
Mobile 

Network

Cellular

Cloud SaaS

Public Mobile 
Network

RF Gigbee-Mesh

Modem

Proprietary RF mesh Network

Gateway

Cloud SaaS

Public Mobile 
Network

RF Star- LoRA

Modem

Proprietary RF mesh Network

Gateway

Cloud SaaS

• Plug’n’play.  
• No need for network planning.
• No network commissioning.
• No single point of failure.
• Reduced complexity. 
• Improved reliability.
• Network fault is “self healing”.
• Predictable performance and TCO

• Tedious network planning and 
optimization.

• Perceived low CAPEX
• Unpredictable OPEX
• Gateway/modem failure impacts many light 

points.

• Relatively simple network planning.
• Perceived low CAPEX
• Unpredictable OPEX
• Gateway/modem failure may impact 

many light points.

Comparison on RF Technologies
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Limited field commissioning
Each node automatically 
connects to the Interact City 
software once installed. 

Automatic location
Luminaires are auto-located on 
the map, using the integrated 
GPS solution, with all asset data 
in place.

Automatic data upload
All location and status
data updates straight to 
the Interact software.

Class .5 according Ansi
C12:20 (0.5% accuracy)

Access benefits instantly



Outdoor lighting and IT are very different industries
Creating working systems that are part of both worlds is only possible through continuous software adaptation and 
delivery (a.k.a. SaaS).

Product
at launch

Product
after 20 years
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Rapid succession 
& obsolescence

Long life cycles

vs.

Due to rapidly changing 
dependencies* continuous adaptation 

is crucial to keep software running

*For example: Database technology, networking protocols, security advances, UI & web technology
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Security Standards – Which ones?
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 Dedicated user roles | Every user is granted exactly the access rights needed 

 Strong password and two-factor authentication

 Forward secrecy | User logout automatically in case of potential treats 

Integrity 
 Full encryption | All network comunication is encrypted from the end point to the central server 

 Tamperproof | Traffic is monitored closley to automatically detect any possible attack 

 Input validation| Pre-defined data types to ensure accurate data format 

 Reliable communication | Using the most reliable wireless network (cellular IP network)

 Regular updates | Mature software development and release procedures garantee the high quality of the software 

Confidentiality

 Avoidance of downtime | In case of a failure, redundant standby systems kept ready 
 Highly robust | Failure or temporary non-availability of a device that is connected to CityTouch doese not 

block or degrade the service 

 Fail-safe-operation | Lighting in the street is not affected by the non-availability of CityTouch 

 Constant reviews | CityTouch reviews its security procedures-including the support of externel support 

Availability



Why Cellular?
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RF Mesh NodeGateway (1 : 500 poles)

• 868/915MHz / 2.4 GHz RF
(Proprietary &/or Unlicensed) 

• Multiple signal hop
• Perceived lower initial investment.

Hosted 

Light pole

Router Light pole

Cellular  Node

Remote
Monitor

Remote
Monitor

RF Mesh (eg: 6LoWPAN) RF Mesh (eg: 6LoWPAN) CellularCellular

Plug-n-play, P2P, secure

• Public Cellular Networks 
(Fully licensed global standard)

• Point to point connectivity 
• Reliable and future ready

Cloud SaaS

Multiple signal hop

No more additional infrastructure
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Make use of the open platform 

City dashboard/Data analytics

Smart City applications

Accurate asset data

Open data interfaces

CityTouch
software

Enables system from 
other systems to be 
integrated into the 

Interact City dashboard

Integrates Interact City 
data into other city 

management systems

Interact Ready sensors

System Ready luminaires

Connected lighting assets

M2M connectivity



Environmental monitoring

Pollution. Noise. Ice. They can all make city life unpleasant. Even 
shorten life expectancy. Environmental monitoring uses sensors in the 
connected street lighting system to gain insights into problems in the 
city and support decisions on zoning, traffic flows and improving the 
livability in your city.

Incident detection

Turn every lamppost into a city sentinel. Incident detection uses sensors on light poles 
to continually monitor and alert emergency services when unexpected traffic, sounds 
or crowd noise is detected. Data is shared over the connected lighting system so you 
respond more quickly and accurately. While long-term data collection supports 
predictive analytics so you can anticipate and reduce incidents.

Other application examples
Innovation that makes sense



Facilitating a safer, smarter city
NDMC, New Delhi, India
The vision
Authorities wanted to make the city a safer, smarter, more 
energy-efficient place to live and work.

The solution
The installation of a high-quality LED street lighting system 
helped to reduce costs, thanks to Interact City cloud-based 
lighting management software that drove new efficiencies.

The solution is scalable, meaning it can adapt to meet the 
changing needs of the city in the future.

“In addition to enabling 
energy savings with LED 

lighting, Interact City 
provides our customers 
with integrated lighting 

management software that 
is flexible and sustainable.”

Gustavo Verna, CEO of Philips Argentina

Significantly reduced CO2
emissions

50% reduction in 
operational costs

40% of city lighting upgraded: 
6000 new street lights

Scene 
management

Lighting asset 
management

Energy 
optimization



Facilitating a safer, smarter city
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The vision
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energy-efficient place to live and work.
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The installation of a high-quality LED street lighting system 
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